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Sean Ewen, MD, became an entrepreneur while still in medical school. The microbrewery he started
with his brother is just one of several enterprises he has now—with plans for more in the future.
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PHYSICIANS TURN
THEIR EXPERIENCES
AND SKILLS IN NEW
DIRECTIONS
BY SUZY FRISCH

hysicians regularly take
in reams of data in complex circumstances to
diagnose medical troubles, chart
courses of treatment and push the
limits of technology. It’s likely all in
a day’s work.
Why not turn that experience
and those skills in new directions?
“Physicians are confronted all
day long, every day, with problems,”
says Clark Otley, MD, medical director of Mayo Clinic Department
of Business Development. “People
come in and they are not doing
well, and we have to put our minds
to how can we help them get well
again? If you have a physician faced
with a tough challenge, they can be
very creative in developing a solution and bringing it to life.”
Combine expertise in physiology, anatomy and disease processes
with people who are no strangers to
hard work and you have a force for
ingenuity, says Danny Sachs, MD, a
seasoned entrepreneur and director
of the Innovation Fellows program
at the University of Minnesota Earl
E. Bakken Medical Devices Center.
“Physicians are good innovators,”
he adds, “because they know the
needs and they are the ones you are
eventually selling to.”
Minnesota offers fertile ground
for medical inventors and a storied history of innovation. These
featured entrepreneurs are transforming their ideas into devices
and technology that advance health
care for all.
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Sean Ewen, MD
Owner, Allied Medical Training and Wooden Hill Brewing Company
Sean Ewen, MD, didn’t set out to be a serial entrepreneur; he was already far down
the path to becoming a physician. But he
kept finding opportunities to change the
way things are always done. Four businesses later—including an emergency
medical services training program and
an Edina microbrewery—Ewen says his
medical training and a desire to improve
people’s lives has helped him succeed in
business.
In Ewen’s first ventures, he applied his
insider knowledge of medicine and medical training to successfully power up and
operate two companies—while still attending medical school at the University of
Minnesota.
“Physicians are experts at identifying
and solving complex problems. Medical
school and residency and practicing really
train one to be able to ask the right questions and figure out what you don’t know
and get that information.” Ewen says.
“That really helps a lot in business.”
Ewen started Allied Medical Training
in 2010, the summer before his third year
of medical school. He had trained to be
an emergency medical technician (EMT)
before starting medical school, aiming
to gain skills and familiarity with health
care. Ewen noticed that compared to the
training he was experiencing in medical
school—including the ability to watch
streaming or recorded videos of lectures—
EMT programs lagged far behind the
times.
He invested in equipment and got Allied certified, providing the required curriculum with more options like online,
in-person or hybrid training. The business
took off and has doubled revenue every
year except one. It now trains 500 EMTs
annually, 25 percent of all new technicians
in Minnesota. Allied recently opened a
second location in the Twin Cities with
plans to expand nationally.
Ewen’s second business cropped up
during his fourth year of medical school
in 2012. As the profession transitioned to
electronic health records (EHR), the Uni14 | MINNESOTA MEDICINE | JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2021

versity brought on medical students and
residents to help train its physicians. Ewen
saw that he and his peers were effective
trainers because they speak the language
of medicine and understand medical
workflows. Ewen started IT Physicians to
consult on EHR implementations, recruiting other medical types to join him. He
traveled across the country for four years
training physicians, helping them operate
EHRs efficiently and serve patients better.
Around this time, Ewen concluded that
he was interested in making a go as a fulltime entrepreneur. “I found that I liked
the idea of impacting change on a larger
level. A practicing physician cares for a
couple thousand people a year, and that’s
a big impact. I began to feel that it wasn’t
something I wanted to do on a day-to-day
basis,” Ewen says. “I wanted to try to solve
other health care-related problems.”
Ewen’s entrepreneurial itch eventually
expanded to other industries. In 2018,
he and his brother James applied their
passion for craft beer into Wooden Hill
Brewing Company. He tapped into his

Sean Ewen, MD
applied his insider
knowledge of
medicine and
medical training to
successfully power
up and operate two
companies—while
still attending
medical school at
the University of
Minnesota.

medical training to understand what he
didn’t know and to ask the right questions.
Neither brother had worked in hospitality before and they faced the complexity of opening a brewery, tap room and
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restaurant—essentially three minibusinesses—simultaneously, he says.
They spent several years planning and
evolving the operation before opening
as Edina’s first brewery and tap room.
“I’m glad it’s not my first entrepreneurial experience because it took everything that I learned in my previous
years of entrepreneurship to be able
to start it,” Ewen says. The brewery
had a good start during its first two
years, with strong sales and 30 employees, then COVID-19 hit. Ewen’s
problem-solving skills and medical
knowledge came in handy as Wooden
Hill pivoted its operations to address
the pandemic.
Now also working in commercial
real estate, Ewen sees a common
thread in his ventures of improving
others’ lives—a goal that also inspired
his pursuit of medicine. Today, that
means employing people, building a
community gathering place, helping
others find space to open their own
businesses and providing training that
prepares people to achieve their career
goals. “That’s the core of it,” Ewen says.
“That’s what drives me to keep going.”
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Sean Ewen, MD, started Allied Medical Training
just before his third year in medical school.
Today, Allied trains 500 EMTs per year —
25 percent of all new technicians in Minnesota.

Gwenyth Fischer, MD
Pediatric critical care physician
University of Minnesota Masonic Children’s Hospital
It didn’t take long into training to be a
pediatric critical care physician for Gwen
Fischer, MD, to notice that innovation
specifically for youth lagged far behind
that for adults. She set out to change that
individually and systemically, as an innovator and leader in the pediatric medical
device arena.
Now a pediatric critical care physician at University of Minnesota Masonic
Children’s Hospital and assistant professor of pediatrics, Fischer started and
leads the University’s Pediatric Device
Innovation Consortium (PDIC). It works
to spur the creation of medical devices
geared for children. The consortium trains
physicians and engineers in device development and commercialization while
providing funding, expert guidance and
project management.
Fischer devised the idea for the consortium while completing her fellowship
training and the University’s Earl E. Bakken
Medical Device Center Innovation Fellows
program. “The FDA says we’re 10 years
behind when you compare what’s available
to kids and adults,” Fischer says. “People
are focused on big adult markets—it makes
sense. But who is really focused on the
kids? If you can improve their care early on,
you are preparing them for a life of productivity and happiness. It became apparent
that there is a huge hole when it comes to
pediatric and all small-market devices.”
Launched in 2011, the PDIC has helped
about 30 projects make progress in their
journey from idea to approved medical
device. One of those items is Fischer’s
invention, a smart syringe used during
pediatric cardiac arrest that quickly determines weight-based dosages for critical medications. The Dose Dial is nearly
ready to enter the regulatory phase, with
Fischer planning to license the technology
to an existing manufacturer.
Fischer credits her engineer father with
her propensity for invention. She enjoys
working with people from diverse disciplines and splitting her time between car-

ing for patients and creating new ways to
provide them with excellent care.
“Spending half of my time in the clinical world really keeps me grounded to the
patient we’re trying to help, and it reminds
me that there is so much work that we
need to do in pediatrics,” Fischer says. “It
inspires me to go back to the PDIC and
think about ways we are missing the boat
on kids and how we can move the needle
forward on innovation. Nothing is more
satisfying to a physician than making their
patients’ health better.”
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Richard Ehman, MD
Radiologist, Mayo Clinic, and CEO of Resoundant
Dick Ehman, MD, always wanted to bridge
science and medicine, first thinking he
would apply a doctorate in physics to
working in the biological sciences. Before
he started down the PhD path, an advisor
suggested that he approach his goal from
the vantage of medicine. He applied his
physics education, natural inquisitiveness
and passion for helping others to making
discoveries in radiology.
More than 70 patents later, Ehman has
advanced radiology and MRI from the
medical technology’s early days. One of his
inventions, magnetic resonance elastography (MRE), allows physicians to noninvasively measure the stiffness of tissues in
the body.
Ehman’s technology is crucial because it is
not feasible to assess tissue stiffness with conventional imaging. By combining MRI and
low-frequency mechanical waves into MRE,
physicians can diagnose and assess liver
fibrosis without requiring a needle biopsy—
a complication-prone procedure. The less
invasive and less expensive diagnostic is now
used at more than 1,500 sites worldwide.

Richard Ehman,
MD invented
magnetic resonance
elastography
(MRE) that allows
physicians to
noninvasively
measure the
stiffness of tissues
in the body.
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“It is deeply gratifying to see patients
benefit from something that spares them
from an invasive procedure to have a diagnosis,” Ehman says. “We founded Resoundant because we wanted to make this innovation available to patients everywhere.”
As owner of the technology, Mayo
Clinic formed Resoundant in 2010 and
spun it out in 2013 with Ehman at the
helm. Starting Resoundant was no small
feat for Ehman and his team, including writing a business plan, developing
prototypes, conducting research and
convincing the MRI manufacturers to
add the technology to their existing MRI
machines. Resoundant reinvests revenue
into research and development of new applications of the technology, such as for
neurosurgery and cancer.
Inventing and translating can be a long
slog, Ehman notes, but he is motivated by
a desire to solve problems for patients and
a pure love of his work. “For physician inventors, the problems that they encounter
in medical practice can be a deep source
of inspiration,” he says. “And if you see a
thousand interesting problems to work on,
why not work on ones that, if you solve
them, will be most helpful?”
Ehman came to Mayo in 1984 for a
fellowship and then joined the clinical
staff, but also began to develop a research
program. His initial discoveries addressed
the challenges of movement in MRI, such
as flowing blood, that obscures views of
other tissues. While working as a clinician
full-time, he would come back to Mayo
at night and on weekends to build “crazy”
experiments. Eventually, Mayo licensed
Ehman’s technology solutions to MRI
manufacturers.
That experience led to many more successes, providing numerous lessons along
the way. One key to being a successful
inventor, Ehman says, is having fun and
being creative. It’s also fruitful to work
with colleagues from different disciplines
and remember the initial impetus for the
invention. For Ehman, it all comes back to
applying his ideas to helping people.

Allisa Song
Third-year student, Mayo Clinic
Alix School of Medicine and
CEO, Nanodropper
A sense of injustice propelled Allisa
Song into inventing a medical device
that helps people with eye conditions.
She read a 2017 investigative article in
ProPublica about how drug companies
make eye drops too big for the human
eye, leading to significant waste of
medication and
money.
Song—then a
neuroscience researcher in Seattle
with one company
under her belt—decided to develop a product to help.
She formed a team to design a medical
device that would slash waste by more
efficiently delivering eye drops.
Song started Nanodropper in January 2018 while applying for medical
school, working with her team to create, test and patent the new product.
Its adaptor for eye-drop bottles, now
cleared by the FDA, screws onto existing bottles and delivers much smaller
doses of medication.
The human eye can hold 7 to 10
microliters of volume; traditional eye
droppers release 35 to 70 microliters.
With excess medication spilling out of
the eye with each application, many
people with chronic eye conditions
limit their use of prescription drops.
One-quarter run out each month, and
that’s especially dangerous for people
with degenerative conditions like glaucoma, says Song.
“Every month, people are overpaying for their medications,” she says.
“If the problem is that the size of the
eye drops is too big, let’s give patients
more control over their own eyes. I
thought that an adapter was a solution
to help alleviate that pain point.”
Song and the Nanodropper team
have raised money for the Rochesterbased company by entering 20 startup competitions and winning several.
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Allisa Song formed
a team to design a
medical device that
would slash waste
by more efficiently
delivering eye
drops.

With seven employees, Nanodropper secured a patent, initiated sales at eye clinics
and inked a contract with the U.S. Department of Defense in 2020. All four of the
cofounders have been named as honorees
in the 2021 Forbes 30 Under 30 list.
Starting and running a company during
medical school is a feat that Song chalks
up to vats of coffee, always working during school—and having a cohesive and
supportive team, “a huge part of the secret
sauce that allowed me to be a student entrepreneur.” She previously started her first
venture—a developer of drip irrigation
tools for small-scale farmers—while working full-time.
With Nanodropper, Song strives to
make a difference in people’s lives, especially those who struggle to pay for their
medications and patients with chronic
degenerative eye diseases. In general, she
likes finding ways to solve problems and
meet needs, using her mechanical aptitude
when she can.
“I find it personally rewarding to have
something that I’m contributing to that effects change right now,” Song says. “Being
an entrepreneur is my way of bringing my
ideas to life and packaging them in a way
that’s helpful for everyone.”

Tony Shibley, MD
Obstetrician-gynecologist, OBGYN Specialists
A surgical problem found obstetrician-gynecologist Tony Shibley, MD,
and it needled him until he developed
a solution. As minimally invasive surgery for hysterectomies and fibroid
removals became more common in
the early 2000s, there wasn’t an elegant
way to remove uteri or tumors without cutting them into smaller pieces.
It bothered Shibley that morcellation
tools occasionally led to tissue being
left behind—which could be dangerous when undetected cancer was
present.
He sought a safer alternative, but
none existed. Eventually, Shibley
heeded the call of innovation. “You are
frustrated with the way something is
going as a surgeon,” says Shibley. “We
need to be doing our best work from
start to finish, provide patients with
the safest surgery and eliminate all
unwelcome outcomes and unintended
consequences. We need to provide the
same level of excellence all the way.”
In 2011, he started designing a
new approach that would contain all
tissues during surgery and morcellation. The PneumoLiner tissue pouch
provides a working space and containment method for safely and thoroughly removing biological material
from a patient’s abdomen.
There were many ups and downs
along the way, including a high-profile
case that propelled the FDA to issue
safety warnings for stand-alone morcellators in 2014. It recommended
not using the devices for fibroids
when physicians suspect cancer or for
women over 50. This roiled the specialty, causing some surgeons to revert
back to open surgical procedures.
Shibley kept improving his device,
looking for a safe solution that would
allow physicians to continue doing
minimally invasive surgeries. In 2016,
he and his development partner,
Olympus Medical Systems Group,
released the PneumoLiner. Its design

Tony Shibley,
MD designed the
PneumoLiner
tissue pouch,
which provides
a working space
and containment
method for safely
and thoroughly
removing biological
material from a
patient’s abdomen.

worked to the partners’ benefit when the
FDA revised its guidance in 2020, recommending that surgeons use power morcellators with tissue containment systems.
Currently, the PneumoLiner stands
alone. Sales are underway in the United
States, and the device is approved for use
in Canada and Europe.
While some physician entrepreneurs
prefer to start their own business, Shibley found it effective to partner with a
company that specializes in biomedical
engineering, development and commercialization. This allowed him to continue
working as physician. “I like what I do
for a living and being a surgeon,” he says.
“Going out and putting together the business operations of a company and hiring
people and raising money—that’s a really
big job.”
It’s satisfying for Shibley to know that
something he created is making a difference. “It has changed the standard of
care,” he adds. “It’s being used across the
country and it’s just great. I’m very happy
with that.”
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J. David Brown, MD
Ophthalmologist and inventor
While sitting at a glaucoma conference,
ophthalmologist J. David Brown, MD,
was frustrated that proposed advancements made just incremental tweaks in
surgical techniques. He had an idea using
nanotechnology that would shunt fluid
to the surface of the eye, reducing ocular
pressure and preventing blindness. With
encouragement from fellow glaucoma
surgeons, he decided to pursue it.
It’s been a 21-year endeavor for Brown,
who has researched, developed, patented,
tested and licensed the Brown Glaucoma
Implant to MicroOptx, a Maple Grove
medical device company. His invention
now serves as the basis for the company’s
Beacon Aqueous Microshunt, which is
now in human clinical trials.
With an end-goal in sight to help glaucoma patients, Brown stuck to his work
despite many challenges. “It’s not easy.
You meet roadblocks and people who
don’t believe in you and think you’re crazy
again and again and again,” he says. “You
have to believe in yourself.”
Brown credits his success to self-confidence, perseverance, getting connected
with talented partners … and a bit of luck.
Starting with a napkin sketch in 1999,
Brown taught himself nanotechnology
and biomedical engineering to flesh out
his concept. While developing his implant, he continued to work as a glaucoma
implant surgeon variously at HealthPartners, the University of Minnesota and the
Minneapolis Veterans Administration
Medical Center. Brown secured a patent
in 2001, raised funds for research by licensing his technology and developed the
prototype with Tingrui Pan, a biomedical
engineering graduate student at the University of Minnesota.
Brown started animal studies on the implant in 2007 with a preclinical trial services
company. There, he met two medical device
veterans who saw the promise of his invention. They offered to license his technology
and run with it, forming MicroOptx in
2014. Ever since, MicroOptx has been working to commercialize the device.
18 | MINNESOTA MEDICINE | JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2021

Brown is not involved with MicroOptx,
serving instead as an informal advisor.
Ever the inventor, he continues to finesse
and improve his technology, with the overall goal of creating effective treatments for
glaucoma.
“I should be retired and relaxing, but
I just want to make it better and better. I
have seen so many patients I wish I had
this for,” Brown says. “I want to make it so
that this is the best treatment available for
glaucoma. There isn’t anything right now
that can do what my device can do.” MM
Suzy Frisch is a Twin Cities freelance writer.

J. David Brown,
MD invented
a device using
nanotechnology
that would shunt
fluid to the surface
of the eye, reducing
ocular pressure
and preventing
blindness.

Want to be an entrepreneur?

Here is some free advice from veteran innovators Dick Ehman, MD, and Clark
Otley, MD, of the Mayo Clinic; Tony Shibley, MD, of OBGYN Specialists; and Danny
Sachs, MD, of the University of Minnesota Earl E. Bakken Medical Devices Center.
+ FOCUS
Concentrate on what you’re good at and find partners who shine in areas where
you don’t. A multidisciplinary team will help take your idea across the finish line.
“It’s a really uncommon person who is a great doctor, a great inventor and a great
businessperson,” notes Otley.
+ SAFEGUARD
Protect your idea by pursuing a patent, including describing your idea in detail on
paper with drawings, hiring an intellectual property attorney and using nondisclosure agreements before discussing your invention with others, Shibley says.
+ QUANTIFY
Define the unmet need your invention addresses and quantify the size of the opportunity, such as how many patients the problem affects in the United States
annually, Sachs says. Potential investors and business partners will want to know
this information.
+ DIAL INTO RESOURCES
Minnesota has a robust ecosystem of support for start-ups and a healthy medical
device community. Take advantage of resources and opportunities for networking and advice, Sachs says.
+BE FLEXIBLE
Don’t get so wedded to your initial idea that you can’t adapt it to challenges and
obstacles, Ehman says. Know when to put an idea on ice or walk away completely
when it’s not working.
+ COMMIT FOR THE RIGHT REASONS
Keep focused on helping patients, solving their problems and the love of invention, not economic returns, Otley says.

